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ABSTRACT

Reducing the use of fossil fuels in shipping requires new, alternative maritime fuels. Hydrogen carriers
offer a safe and energy-dense solution for storing hydrogen, a zero-emission alternative fuel. This research
focuses on ammonia borane, NaBH4, n-ethylcarbazole and dibenzyltoluene. Applying hydrogen carriers
influences ship design significantly, as they require additional specialised equipment to remove hydrogen
from the hydrogen carrier. This research estimates the size of the equipment. As this equipment will need
to be stored and maintained on the ship, the exact sizing and sequence of the additional equipment will
likely influence ship design. Results show that the reactor size is significant for all hydrogen carriers. The
mixing tank is considerably sized for NaBH4 and ammonia borane, while the heat exchangers are large for
dibenzyltoluene and n-ethylcarbazole.
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INTRODUCTION

Reducing fossil fuels in shipping requires new, alternative maritime fuels. However, applying alternative power sources
can have significant implications for ship design and is thus extensively researched, mainly focusing on using ammonia or
methanol as alternative fuel (Pawling et al., 2022; Souflis-Rigas et al., 2023; de Vos et al., 2022). Hydrogen is another of
these alternative fuels, but it has a low volumetric energy density. Hydrogen carriers offer a safe and energy-dense solution
for storing hydrogen, a zero-emission alternative fuel (van Rheenen, Padding, Slootweg, & Visser, 2023). Using hydrogen
carriers will significantly influence the ship’s power plant and, consequently, ship design, as additional components such
as hydrogen release reactors are required. Additionally, these reactors cannot be placed everywhere on the ship, as they
produce pure hydrogen and thus need to be in regulated and well-ventilated spaces. Besides the reactor, more components,
such as heat exchangers, may be necessary. All these additional components that are required to release hydrogen from hy-
drogen carriers are components that are not necessary without hydrogen carriers. So, using hydrogen carriers may result in
more components and, thus, more complexity.

As these additional components are of unknown size, it is unclear whether they are significantly sized to influence ship de-
sign. For other alternative fuels, such as methanol or LNG, it is clear that the additional components will influence ship
design (Souflis-Rigas et al., 2023; de Vos et al., 2022). Research focuses on resulting required design changes because of
the space other components take up (Souflis-Rigas et al., 2023; de Vos et al., 2022). However, the number of components
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explicitly needed for hydrogen carriers as power sources, and the size of these specific components are unknown. The se-
quence, size, and number of this specialised hydrogen carrier equipment are required to see how they influence and perhaps
limit ship design.

Our previous research identified a promising set of hydrogen carriers for use as alternative fuels on ships (van Rheenen,
Padding, Slootweg, & Visser, 2023). The most promising ones were sodium borohydride (NaBH4), potassium borohydride
(KBH4), ammonia borane (NH3BH3), n-ethylcarbazole (NEC), and dibenzyltoluene (DBT). Next, we developed a 0D ther-
modynamic model to evaluate the effective energy density of these hydrogen carriers in combination with various energy
converters (van Rheenen, Padding, & Visser, 2023). The energy converters were a proton exchange fuel cell (PEMFC),
solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC), hydrogen-powered internal combustion engine (ICE) and gas turbine (GT). Integration of the
carrier with the energy converter is crucial to calculate the overall energy density. Heat integration can minimise losses,
particularly for DBT and NEC, which require heat during the hydrogen release process. Findings from the model suggest
that these hydrogen carriers hold significant promise as alternative fuels. However, the 0D model does not account for geo-
metrical parameters or the ship’s sizing restrictions.

Thus, this paper aims to identify and size the relevant components when using the hydrogen carriers mentioned earlier as
power sources onboard ships. First, all the required components for each hydrogen carrier must be known. Only the specif-
ically relevant components for hydrogen carriers are considered; general equipment for hydrogen-fueled ships is not re-
garded. Each of these components will then be sized. This will form a first step in designing hydrogen carrier-powered
ships.

BACKGROUND

Sodiumborohydride, ammonia borane, N-ethylcarbazole and dibenzyltoluene are considered in this research. Table 1 gives
an overview of the relevant parameters of these hydrogen carriers. As energy converters, same as in the previous model, the
ICE, GT, PEMFC and SOFC are considered (van Rheenen, Padding, & Visser, 2023).

Hydrogen carriers

The hydrogen carriers will be divided into endothermic and exothermic release hydrogen carriers. Within these groups, the
processes and, thus, the required equipment are very similar. The phase, energy density and energy requirements are also
similar. All processes occur at relatively low pressures, around 1 to 10 bars; thus, specialised high-pressure equipment is
unnecessary.

Endothermic release

The endothermic release hydrogen carriers are NEC and DBT. Both are liquid organic hydrogen carriers (LOHCs). The
release mechanism for the LOHCs is very similar and is as follows:

LOHC+ + Energy → LOHC− + nH2 (1)

The significant difference is the temperatures at which they react and the heat required for dehydrogenation. DBT’s dehy-
drogenation temperature lies between 553 and 593K; temperatures above 573K are required to reach full dehydrogenation,
while DBT will start dissociating at temperatures above 563K. A temperature of 573K is chosen in the model, as this tem-
perature is often used in experiments, and full dehydrogenation can be achieved without compromising the fluid too much
(Asif et al., 2021). The dehydrogenation process requires 558 kJ/mol of full LOHC (Niermann et al., 2019). The dehydro-
genation temperature for NEC lies between 453 and 523K. The dehydrogenation process is much slower at lower temper-
atures. The model uses a temperature of 503K. The dehydrogenation process is fast at this temperature, without having



Table 1: Parameters of hydrogen carriers

Parameter DBT NEC NaBH4 Ammonia borane
Theoretical
energy density
[MJ/kg]

7.44 6.98 25.56 23.52

Theoretical
energy density
[MJ/L]

7.0 6.63 27.34 14.4

Hydrogen yield
per molecule of
hydrogen carrier [mol/mol]

9 6 4 3

Molecular weight
[g/mol] 290.54 207 37.8 30.8

Heat capacity fuel
(incl. water if necessary
[kJ/kgK]

1.96 2.04 4.54* 4.54*

Heat capacity spent fuel
[kJ/kgK] 1.82 1.56 N.R. N.R.

Dehydrogenation
temperature
[K]

573 503 353 353*

Dehydrogenation energy
[kJ/mol Fuel] 558 318 -210 -156

Sources (Lee et al., 2021)
(Kwak et al., 2021)

(Stark et al., 2015)
(Müller et al., 2015)
(Teichmann et al., 2012)

(Zhang et al., 2006)
(Kojima, 2019)
(Ye et al., 2020)

(Sanyal et al., 2003)
(Chandra & Xu, 2007)

Values denoted with * are estimated by the authors combined with data from Aspen as no precise information was available.
N.R. stands for ’Not required’ as these values are not required in this calculation. When a solution is mixed, the heat capacity of the solution is calculated

high heating loads (Brückner et al., 2014). The hydrogenation process requires 318 kJ/mol of full LOHC (Niermann et al.,
2019). van Rheenen, Padding, and Visser (2023) showed that, with an essential integration, a large part of the required heat
could be supplied by the energy converter and heat available in the spent fuel, with similar results found by Preuster et al.
(2018), who looked at a specific hydrogen carrier and energy converter. Figure 1 gives an overview of the specific compo-
nents required for the hydrogen carrier to release hydrogen. After the carrier is transported from the tank, heat exchangers
are used to preheat the carrier up to the dehydrogenation temperature. Part of this heat exchange already has to occur in the
tank, as DBT is highly viscous; thus, preheating is required to get it out of the tank.

Figure 1: Simplified flow diagram with required components and main heat and mass flows for endothermic release hydro-
gen carriers



Exothermic release

Ammonia borane and NaBH4 release hydrogen exothermically upon reacting with water, according to the following equa-
tions:

NaBH4 + (2 + x)H2O → 4H2 + NaBO2.xH2O (2)

NH3BH3 + 3H2O → 3H2 + B(OH)3 + NH3 (3)

These reactions are similar, requiring water and releasing equally or more hydrogen than initially stored in the molecule, as
the process also releases hydrogen within the water molecules. The boron-based spent fuel is also very similar. Regenera-
tion of this spent fuel to the original molecule is possible but energy intensive due to the strong B-O bonds (Stephens et al.,
2007). The exact composition of the spent fuel of NaBH4 (equation 2) depends on the temperature of the reaction. At the
optimal reaction temperatures of 333 to 353K, the composition is NaBO2.2H2O.

Equation 3 shows the release mechanism of ammonia borane, which produces hydrogen and ammonia. Ammonia gas can
be burned in a heat engine, for example, in a dual-fuel ammonia-hydrogen internal combustion engine. Additionally, it can
be decomposed into N2 and H2, after which the H2 can be used in a fuel cell. Finally, ammonia gas can be stored on board.
Storage is not considered feasible because of the required safety regulations and additional space. The decomposition pro-
cess is also disregarded, as this process is highly energy-intensive. Thus, in this study, similar to in van Rheenen, Padding,
and Visser (2023), only dual-fuel options of ammonia and hydrogen gas are considered. Only the PEMFC cannot run on the
ammonia-hydrogen dual-fuel of the four investigated energy converters.

Figure 2: Simplified flow diagram with required components and main heat and mass flows for exothermic release hydro-
gen carriers

Energy converter

Energy converters convert the chemical energy inside hydrogen to electrical or mechanical energy. The model will simulate
four different energy converters, namely a hydrogen spark ignition (SI) ICE, a PEMFC, SOFC and GT, as these are all con-
sidered possible alternatives within the shipping sector. At the moment, a compression ignition running on pure hydrogen
is not feasible without a way to ignite the hydrogen and is thus not regarded (Dimitriou & Tsujimura, 2017). Additionally,
SI ICEs are more researched, and more data is available for these heat engines (Wang et al., 2019). The output of both the
SI ICE and GT is regarded as mechanical. Both are assumed to be able to run on pure hydrogen and a hydrogen-ammonia
mixture (Gohary & Seddiek, 2013; Rosado et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019).



Table 2: Parameters of energy converters, including sources.

Parameter SI-ICE PEMFC SOFC GT
T coolant [K] 363 348 - -
P coolant [%] 30 44.8 0 0
P effective [%] 35 42.9 48 37.5
T flue gas [K] 623* - 1023 790
P flue gas [%] 25 0 42.1 53
P losses [%] 10 12.3 9.9 9.5

Sources (Wang et al., 2019) (Zhao et al., 2017) (van Veldhuizen et al., 2023) (Gohary & Seddiek, 2013)
(Rosado et al., 2019)

P is the percentage of overall power distribution, mainly based on Sankey diagrams. * Flue gas temperature of
SI-ICE largely fluctuates depending on operating conditions and can range from 423 to 773K

METHOD

Using hydrogen carriers on ships results in additional components needed on board compared to using pure hydrogen or
conventional fuels. Some of these components are specific to hydrogen carriers, whereas other components, such as the
energy converter, may be different for hydrogen-based fuels in general. This research only covers the hydrogen carrier-
specific components, not the hydrogen-specific components. These components are visible in figure 3, where the compo-
nents that will be looked at in detail in this research are coloured green. The required input parameters, such as mass flows,
compositions and temperatures, are calculated using the 0D model we previously created (van Rheenen, Padding, & Visser,
2023). Figure 4 shows a simplified model outline based on van Rheenen, Padding, and Visser (2023). The model is built so
that each energy converter, regardless of the hydrogen carrier, will always have an output power of 2 MW, which is rele-
vant for medium-sized vessels such as ferries and small cargo ships.

Figure 3: Overview of all components required on a ship when using hydrogen carriers as a power source. The components
denoted in green are hydrogen carrier specific components and, thus, the main focus of this research

This section describes the necessary steps to upgrade them to get an overview of the sizing. A different approach is used
for each component due to their significant difference in functionality. The parameters required for upgrading the compo-
nents, such as mass flows and temperatures, are given by the 0D model. The following subsections will describe each criti-
cal component in detail and how they can be upgraded.



0D Model

Figure 4 gives an overview of the 0D thermodynamic model’s layout, as implemented in Matlab Simulink. The power re-
quirement, the hydrogen carrier and the energy converter can be chosen. These three parameters then define the mass flow
of the hydrogen carrier. This mass flow, in its turn, defines the required energy for preheating and, if applicable, dehydro-
genation. The model runs a complete iteration, including an energy balance check, and adjusts the mass flow accordingly if
the required power and the output power do not match.

Figure 4: Simplified overview model. Flows that are used as a heat source can be turned on and turned off when necessary.
Qwh stands for waste heat, Qreq is the heat required for preheating and, if applicable, dehydrogenation and Qsf stands for
the heat inside the spent fuel

Tables 1 and 2 give an overview of the used parameters and the resources from which they were derived. The thermody-
namic model provides estimates and a simplified representation of reality. For example, the model does not consider the
preheating of air for a SOFC. In reality, this preheating, which is required, is a major, high-temperature heat sink (van Veld-
huizen et al., 2023). When the heat needed for the dehydrogenation of the hydrogen carrier cannot be covered with waste
heat from the energy converter, hydrogen will have to be burnt to cover the heat requirement. The heat required for preheat-
ing and dehydrogenation, Qreq , and the heat available inside the spent fuel, Qsf , are calculated according to the following
equation:

Q̇ = ṁ · cp ·∆T (4)

With Q̇ the heat in kW, ṁ the mass flow in kg/s, cp the heat capacity, in kJ/kgK and∆T the temperature difference in
Kelvin. In the Matlab model, cp is considered constant, not temperature-dependent. Qwh is defined by the percentage of
heat going from the reactor to heat losses (denoted by P coolant and P flue gas in table 2). A fixed temperature difference
is set for flue gasses and coolant, which is used to calculate the flue gas’s or coolant’s mass flow, using equation 4. The
required mass flow of the flue gas or coolant to go into the heat exchanger is similarly calculated. However, if the heat (de-
noted by Q) is larger than required to heat the hydrogen carrier in that temperature window, the mass flow is adjusted, as
equation 4 is always true (Cengel & Ghajar, 2014).

Pretreatment: mixing tank

The boron-based hydrogen carriers are mixed with water in the mixing tank. This mixture is then further heated in heat ex-
changers before entering the reactor. The mixing tank uses a stirrer. The size of the mixing chamber depends on the re-
quired power and the selection of spent fuel. The hydrolysis reaction of the boron-based carriers is visible in equation 2
and 3. The hydrolysis requires a surplus of water. The amount of water, defined by the (2+x) term, is the minimum amount



needed for the reaction to happen. Additionally, it defines the composition of the spent fuel. The (2+x) term depends on
the temperature if enough water is available (Andrieux et al., 2012). More important, however, is the solubility of the fuel
and spent fuel in water. The amount of water should be sufficient to avoid spontaneous crystallisation, which may result
in clogging. For both ammonia borane and sodium borohydride, the spent fuel is less soluble in water than the fuel. As
both the fuel and spent fuel are present in the reactor, the limiting substance defines the amount of water. For ammonia bo-
rane and its spent fuel product, boric acid, the limit at temperatures of 353K is about 19 wt% of ammonia borane in water
(Crapse & Kyser, 2011). For sodium borohydride, this limit lies at around 44 wt% sodium borohydride in water (Andrieux
et al., 2012). These limits thus define the minimum amount of water required in the mixing tank.

The size of the mixing tank is determined as follows. The amount of water required for the boron-based hydrogen carrier
spent fuel to completely dissolve at 353K (the operating temperature of the reactor) is calculated. This amount of water is
compared to the stoichiometric amount of water required for the reactions (as depicted in equations 2 and 3). The largest
amount of water is taken. This amount should always be compared to the amount of boron-based hydrogen carrier that can
be dissolved at room temperature (293K) without crystallisation (Demirci, 2020; Haynes, 2011). The spent fuel is the lim-
iting factor for sodium borohydride and ammonia borane. The largest amount of water (stoichiometric or dissolvent value)
must be held in the mixing tank. As the boron-based hydrogen carriers will completely dissolve, their volume is negligible.

Pretreatment: heat exchangers

All hydrogen carriers need to be heated before entering the reactor. The amount and type of heat exchangers depend on the
energy converter chosen and the hydrogen carrier.

A heat exchanger with a large heat transfer surface per unit volume is a compact heat exchanger. The ratio of heat trans-
fer surface area to the volume of the heat exchanger is called the area density, denoted with β(Cengel & Ghajar, 2014).
Generally speaking, heat exchangers with a β in excess of 700 m2/m3 are classified as compact, with heat exchangers in
microreactors reaching area densities of over 15000 m2/m3 (Cengel & Ghajar, 2014; Reay, Ramshaw, & Harvey, 2008).
However, these high-area density heat exchangers, which also include printed circuit heat exchangers, have high pressure
drops, making them less suitable for the specific applications addressed in this paper due to the high viscosity of some of
the fluids, such as LOHCs (Cengel & Ghajar, 2014). To have an efficient heat exchanger, the thermal conductance of both
fluids should be similar (Shah & Sekulić, 2003). This is more likely the case for liquids than for liquid-gas heat exchang-
ers. Thus, liquid-liquid heat exchangers generally require different heat exchangers compared to liquid-gas heat exchangers
(Shah & Sekulić, 2003).

The type of heat exchanger is defined by the fluids flowing through it. Generally, heat exchangers can differ depending on
the fluid (gas or liquid), viscosity, fouling, pressure and temperature of the fluid (Cengel & Ghajar, 2014; Shah & Sekulić,
2003). As the pressures are similar for all four hydrogen carriers (1-10bars), different heat exchangers are unlikely to be re-
quired based on pressures. Fluid types differ, and both liquid-liquid and gas-liquid heat exchangers are required. Similarly,
the temperature ranges of the hydrogen carriers vary significantly, as dehydrogenation temperatures range from 353K to
573K. Finally, the viscosity of the different hydrogen carriers differs. The boron-based hydrogen carriers are mixed with
water, and these mixtures have viscosities that are relatively similar to water. Dibenzyltoluene is highly viscous at low tem-
peratures, with viscosities of up to 4000 mPas (Müller et al., 2015).

Additionally, several other parameters must be known to evaluate the sizing of heat exchangers, namely, the mass flows,
and in- and outlet temperatures of both the hot and cold sides. Thus, the 0D model should provide these mass flows. How-
ever, the 0D model uses a fixed heat capacity to calculate the mass flows of the hot side, which may result in small errors.
The heat exchangers will all be designed in Aspen Exchanger Design & Rating (EDR), which will adjust the mass flow of
the hot fluid when necessary. Aspen EDR can calculate the exact size and mass of heat exchangers and is widely used in
industry and heat exchanger design research (K. Hooman, personal communication, November 27 2023). As a basis, the
material properties from Aspen are incorporated. When a disagreement occurs between data obtained from any of the As-
pen databases and experimental values from the literature, the data from the literature is taken. As the 0D model only in-
corporates a fixed, heat capacity value, the heat exchanged within a heat exchanger might differ between Aspen and the 0D



model. In these cases, the mass flow of the heat source is adjusted accordingly while checking if the mass flow does not ex-
ceed the maximum mass flow according to equation 4.

Expected amount and sequence of heat exchangers

Because we used the 0D model before, we can estimate the amount and sequence of the heat exchangers (van Rheenen,
Padding, & Visser, 2023). The boron-based hydrogen carriers are mixed with water before entering the release reactor. This
mixture has to be heated as well, and considering the difficulty of heating solid powders, the boron-based hydrogen carri-
ers will be heated as a mixture. Heating the mixture will occur in a heat exchanger and requires only one heat exchanger,
as they need to be heated to only 353K. No heat exchangers with spent fuel are used to avoid crystallisation inside heat ex-
changers. So, either flue gasses or coolant is used to preheat the exothermic-release hydrogen carriers, which are believed
to contain enough heat to fulfil the requirements.

The endothermic-release hydrogen carriers, the LOHCs, will likely need more heat exchangers. When applicable, the LOHC
will be heated in the first heat exchanger using the coolant from the energy converter. The second heat exchanger uses the
spent fuel to heat the LOHC to almost the dehydrogenation temperature. A drawback for NEC here is that its spent fuel
turns into a solid at temperatures lower than 343K. Thus, the fuel must be heated to at least 343K before entering the second
heat exchanger. Finally, using flue gasses, a third heat exchanger will heat the LOHC until it reaches the dehydrogenation
temperature.

After treatment: separator and crystallizer

If the conversion rate of the LOHC is below 100%, a separator may be advantageous. The threshold below which a sepa-
rator becomes worthwhile depends on the energy density, desired ship range, and volumetric fuel tank requirements. How-
ever, if a separator is larger than the additional fuel required to compensate for the lower conversion efficiency, it would not
be worth using.

Next to the separator, a crystalliser can crystallise the spent fuel from the water to avoid storing large amounts of spent fuel.
This water prevents the spent fuel from crystallising and thus clogging the system. The water required depends on the spent
fuel, as the solubility of the spent fuel is lower than that of the fuel itself (Andrieux et al., 2012; Sanyal et al., 2003; Crapse
& Kyser, 2011). However, the water also adds a large amount of weight and volume to the spent fuel, reducing the energy
density of the whole system. Thus, crystallising the spent fuel is essential, and a crystalliser has to be added to the system.
For hydrogen carriers that exothermically release hydrogen, such as sodium borohydride and ammonia borane, the crys-
talliser’s size must be at least as big as the reactor’s. In an emergency, the content of the reactor can then be dumped in the
cooled crystalliser to stop or at least significantly slow down the hydrogen release reaction. This is unnecessary for hydro-
gen carriers that release endothermically as withholding heat will stop the reaction.

The sizing of the crystalliser and the separator highly depends on the conversion rate inside the reactor. In turn, this depends
on the choice of catalyst, the amount of catalyst, the temperature, the throughput time of the reactor and, for boron-based
carriers, the amount of additional water. Especially the catalyst choice is of significant influence and is thus well-researched
(Abdelhamid, 2021). Because of the depth of the studies on this subject, it was decided not to incorporate this.

Release reactor

The hydrogen release reactor is where the hydrogen is released from the hydrogen carrier. In this reactor, the hydrogen car-
rier passes by the catalysts, upon which it reacts and releases hydrogen. Many researchers are studying this process. We
refer to Fogler (2016) for more detailed information on release reactors. In this work, however, the release reactor will be
modelled as a plug flow reactor, with a jacket around it to provide the necessary heat or cold. The plug flow reactor is as-



sumed to have a membrane to remove the hydrogen. The hydrogen gas will expand vastly and thus significantly influence
the reactor’s working if not removed immediately.

The dehydrogenation of endothermic-release hydrogen carriers requires heat. A buffer fluid will be used when the heat has
to be supplied to the reactor, and the heat source is not considered constant (such as flue gasses). This buffer fluid reduces
the system’s efficiency but controls the heating system. Using a buffer fluid can prevent overheating of the reactor, which
can result in the decomposition of the hydrogen carrier and has to be avoided.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section discusses the main results. The model is first validated using pinch diagrams and a sensitivity analysis. The
sizing of the mixing tank and reactor, as well as the type and sizing of the heat exchangers, is discussed next. It is impor-
tant to realise that only the components from figure 3 are considered. The storage tanks, engines or fuel cells, and potential
hydrogen burners are not considered, despite taking up significant amounts of space. The PEMFC is not considered in the
case of ammonia borane. Ammonia borane releases both hydrogen and ammonia. Cracking or storage of ammonia is not
deemed feasible and the ammonia will be used as fuel, together with hydrogen (van Rheenen, Padding, & Visser, 2023).
This rules out a PEMFC, as ammonia is toxic to PEMFCs and strongly reduces the performance of the PEMFC (Halseid,
Vie, & Tunold, 2006). Thus, the figures of ammonia borane will have only three results and the PEMFC is left out.

Validation

The model is validated in multiple ways. Pinch diagrams are used to check whether the heat flows from the 0D model are
thermodynamically possible. A sensitivity analysis provides information on the influence of the viscosity on the size of a
heat exchanger.

Pinch diagrams

Pinch diagrams are used to validate the results. Pinch diagrams show whether heat exchangers comply with the second
law of thermodynamics and also where the design is most constrained. Heat exchangers will correctly transfer heat if the
lines representing the hot fluid stay above the lines representing the cold fluid at all times; crossing lines means that the ex-
changer does not comply with the second law. The design is most constrained at the location where the hot and cold lines
are closest, the ‘pinch’ (Kemp & Shiun Lim, 2020).

Figure 5 gives an overview of four of the pinch diagrams generated by the 0D model. As there are no crossing lines, the re-
quired heat exchangers all comply with the second law of thermodynamics. The figures, however, do show interesting dif-
ferences. Figure 5a is an example of what all pinch diagrams look like for both NaBH4 and ammonia borane: two straight
lines, with a sufficiently significant temperature difference (at least 10 K or more). The lines are straight because the mass
flow of the flue gas is calculated following the temperature and heat demand: it is less than the total mass flow of the flue
gas. Mass flows are more straightforward to regulate than temperatures and lower mass flows require smaller heat exchang-
ers.

Figure 5b gives an overview of an endothermic-release hydrogen carrier, DBT, combined with an ICE. The flue gas of the
ICE does not contain sufficient heat to cover the heating demand of the dehydrogenation reactor. Hence, additional heat by
burning hydrogen is required. Similarly, figure 5c shows that combining a PEMFC and DBT will result in hydrogen burn-
ing necessary for heating and dehydrogenation. The hydrogen used for burning is a loss, as it is first released from DBT but
cannot be used for power. This combination is thus unfavourable. Finally, figure 5d shows the combination of NEC and a
gas turbine. No additional heat is required as the flue gas (HT) line covers the whole dehydrogenation. Thus, no hydrogen
has to be burned. As the spent fuel of NEC is solid at temperatures lower than approximately 343K, the preheating of the
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(a) Pinch diagram of NaBH4 combined with an SOFC
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(b) Pinch diagram of DBT combined with an H2-ICE
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Figure 5: Pinch diagrams for a selected group of hydrogen carriers and energy converters

fuel is done using low-temperature flue gas. This flue gas is not cooled below 373K to avoid condensation in the heat ex-
changer.



Validation: Influence of viscosity

The viscosity of ammonia borane mixed with water is unknown. Thus, we made an estimation. The level of ammonia bo-
rane in the water (3mol/L, (Crapse & Kyser, 2011)) is much lower than the solubility limit. Therefore, low viscosity (1-2
mPas) is assumed. A sensitivity analysis was used to control the influence of small changes in the viscosity on the output of
Aspen EDR. The viscosity was changed with a factor of 1.5 and 2, without any changes in the heat exchanger. Thus, such
small changes in viscosity are insignificant.

Mixing tank

To estimate the size of the mixing tank, the residence time and the mass flow of the mixture must be known. The residence
time is defined by the dissolution time of the crystals, and is strongly influenced by the mixing equipment. The residence
time should be sufficient to ensure sufficient mixing to avoid crystallisation. The residence time in mixing vessels for sodium
borohydride and ammonia borane is estimated to be relatively short (about 3 minutes), resulting in small mixing tanks. The
mixing time is based on data from Aspen for NaBH4. The same mixing time for ammonia borane is taken, as no additional
data is available for ammonia borane. Experiments should be performed on the mixing time to estimate the mixing tank size
better. Figure 6 gives an overview of the mixing tank size without considering a safety factor.
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Figure 6: Size of mixing tanks, without safety factor

Heat Exchangers

This section will describe the choice and consequent size of heat exchangers.Table 3 gives an overview of the types of heat
exchangers required for the different hydrogen carrier and energy converter combinations.

Choice of heat exchangers

Two main types of liquid-liquid heat exchangers exist: the shell-and-tube heat exchanger and the plate heat exchanger. The
shell-and-tube heat exchanger is very common in industrial heat exchangers but is less suitable for the specific applications
onboard ships, as they are relatively large and heavy (Cengel & Ghajar, 2014; Shah & Sekulić, 2003). This thus leaves plate



Cold medium Hot medium Mediums Heat exchanger type Sizing (Order of magnitude)
NaBH4 and NH3BH3 Coolant Liquid-Liquid Plate 8 · 10−3 m3

NaBH4 and NH3BH3 Spent fuel Liquid-Liquid
Avoided due to
crystallisation resulting
in possible clogging

N.A.

NaBH4 and NH3BH3 Flue gas Liquid-gas Plate with fins 5 · 10−3 m3

LOHCs Coolant Liquid-Liquid Plate 5 · 10−3 m3

LOHCs Spent fuel Liquid-Liquid Plate 8 · 10−3 m3

LOHCs Flue gas (Preheat) Liquid-gas Plate with fins 1 · 10−3 m3

Heat transfer fluid Flue gas Liquid-gas Plate with fins 1 m3

LOHC (dehydrogenation) Heat transfer fluid Liquid-Liquid Jacketed reactor 4 m3

Table 3: Summary heat exchangers and reactor types and sizes

heat exchangers, which are well suited for liquid-to-liquid heat exchange applications. The main limitation of plate heat ex-
changers is their unsuitability when large pressure or temperature differences between the hot and cold fluids occur (Cengel
& Ghajar, 2014; Shah & Sekulić, 2003). Neither occurs in any of the heat exchangers. Plate heat exchangers are generally
cheaper, have less fouling and have shorter residence times than shell and tube heat exchangers (Shah & Sekulić, 2003). As
the dehydrogenation processes for all of the mentioned hydrogen carriers occur at only a few bars, and coolants are gen-
erally in a similar pressure range, this does not seem to be an issue. Thus, plate heat exchangers are the only type of heat
exchangers considered in this research for liquid-to-liquid use.

The only exception to the plate heat exchangers is dehydrogenation reactors’ heating (and cooling). The reactor design fo-
cuses on the reactor itself and less on the heating or cooling. For simplicity, a jacketed reactor is chosen. The jacket around
the reactor can provide necessary heating or cooling. The reactors will be considered plug flow reactors, and the hydrogen
is assumed to be immediately removed from the reactor. This latter is required as hydrogen is a gas and takes up a lot of
volume. Removing hydrogen gas as soon as possible is essential for the reactor to keep working properly.

For liquid-gas use, plates with fins heat exchangers are used. A sensitivity analysis showed that plate heat exchangers would
be significantly larger than plate-with-fins heat exchangers. Plate with fin heat exchangers are often used for liquid-gas heat
exchangers, as they can have different surface areas for the gas and the liquid. Gasses usually require larger surface areas
due to their lower heat capacities.

Table 3 gives an overview of the types of heat exchangers chosen for each combination of cold and hot fluids, including the
type of fluid and the resulting order of magnitude.

Sizing of heat exchangers

Figure 7 gives a more in-depth overview of the sizes of the different heat exchangers. Clear differences between the boron-
based hydrogen carriers and the LOHCs can be seen. The LOHCs require several heat exchangers, which are significantly
sized, while the boron-based hydrogen carriers require a single, small heat exchanger with a size of several litres. Between
the boron-based carriers, the heat exchangers required for heating sodium borohydride (represented in figure 7c) are smaller
than those for ammonia borane (figure 7d). This difference is explained by the different amounts of water required for these
carriers. Due to the higher solubility limits of the spent fuel of sodium borohydride, less water is required in the process.
More water is required in the process for ammonia borane, resulting in a larger overall mass flow, greater heat demand
and thus, a larger heat exchanger. These figures also show that heat exchangers that use hot gasses as heat sources can be
smaller than liquid-liquid heat exchangers. The internal area of the plate with fins heat exchanger is larger than that of the
plate heat exchangers.

The results of the heat exchanger geometry for liquid organic hydrogen carriers differ greatly. The heat exchangers are gen-
erally tenfold larger than those of the boron-based hydrogen carriers. From figures 7a and 7b, it appears that the heat ex-
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(a) Sizing of heat exchangers of dibenzyltoluene
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(b) Sizing of heat exchangers of n-ethylcarbazole
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(c) Sizing of heat exchangers of NaBH4
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(d) Sizing of heat exchangers of ammonia borane

Figure 7: Sizing of heat exchangers for different hydrogen carriers, additional possible hydrogen heaters are not taken into account

changers, when integrating with an ICE or PEMFC, are significantly smaller than those with a SOFC or GT. However, it
should be noted here that the ICE and the PEMFC cannot cover the complete heat requirement of the preheating and dehy-
drogenation process of the LOHCs. An additional heat source, most likely hydrogen burning, is thus required. This reduces
the energy density and efficiency of the system and requires an additional heater. This additional heater also needs to be
sized. However, as this is a burner and not a heat exchanger, it is not considered here.

On the other hand, the complete system of heat exchangers required for the SOFC or GT integration can be simulated. Fig-
ure 7a shows that heating the buffer fluid results in an extremely large heat exchanger for this system. The large heat de-
mand of the dehydrogenation process can explain this. The complete flue gas flow is required to heat the buffer fluid suffi-
ciently. For both N-ethylcarbazole and dibenzyltoluene, the differences between the gas turbine and the SOFC buffer-fluid
heat exchanger are significant. These differences occur due to the mass flow of the flue gas of a gas turbine and SOFC. The
mass flows are calculated using equation 4. As the SOFC has a larger temperature difference, the mass flow is consequently
less than for the GT, with a smaller temperature difference. Additionally, the SOFC has a higher efficiency and, as visible



in table 2, the overall component of the total available power going to heat is less for an SOFC than for a GT. Thus, com-
bined, the mass flow of an SOFC is much lower than that of a GT, resulting in a smaller heat exchanger. However, figure
7a shows much larger heat exchangers in general, especially visible in the buffer, but also the other heat exchangers (for all
energy converters) are larger. This difference occurs because dbt generally requires more heat, both for preheating and de-
hydrogenating. In figure 7b, a very small, additional heat exchanger is visible, which is required as the spent fuel of NEC
should not be used to preheat the fuel at low temperatures. The spent fuel freezes at around 343K and should thus not be
cooled down strongly. Thus, a heat exchanger must be added to do the first flue gas cooling step. These heat exchangers are
generally very small, approximately 10L.

Knowing the size of the heat exchangers is not the only result of this study. The sequence and amount of heat exchangers
is also an important input for ship design. As all the heat exchangers have to be connected to each other and different heat
sources, they introduce limitations to the ship’s design (Souflis-Rigas et al., 2023). These limitations occur less when using
fewer and smaller heat exchangers; the design freedom when incorporating boron-based hydrogen carriers is thus much
higher compared to LOHCs.
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Figure 8: Estimated reactor sizes of different hydrogen carriers for different energy converters

Figure 8 gives an overview of the reactor sizes. The reactor size depends largely on the throughput time. In this case, a
throughput time which results in a high conversion rate (>95%) is chosen. The throughput time can be shorter for lower
conversion rates. The conversion rate depends on the temperature, catalyst, reaction rate, type of reactor, and more (Brückner
et al., 2014; Abdelhamid, 2021). Additionally, catalyst packing influences the volume size. In all of the cases, a packing
factor of 0.5 is considered. The throughput time and conversion rate do not depend on the energy converter. The differ-
ences for each energy converter, as visible in figure 8, occur due to different mass flows. Higher mass flows with the same
throughput time result in a larger reactor size.

Experiments are generally required to calculate conversion rates and throughput times. These conversion rates and through-
put times strongly influence the reactor size and the hydrogen release rate. Literature shows this as well. NaBH4, for exam-
ple, was reported to have throughput times of 1 to 2 hours (Li & Kim, 2012), whereas more recently, throughput times in
the order of 20 minutes have been reported (Erat, Bozkurt, & Özer, 2022). Thus, they form an area of very active research,
as the hydrogen release rate influences the suitability and usability of a hydrogen carrier. As this area of research is very
specialised, we only considered known throughput times with a high conversion rate (Brückner et al., 2014; Qiu, Wu, Wu,
Liu, & Huang, 2016; Erat et al., 2022). Figure 8 clearly demonstrates the requirement for low throughput times, as the dif-
ference in reactor size is large.



Overview of total required components

Figure 9 gives an overview of the total sum of the size of the required components. Each of the specific components is in-
fluenced by several factors, each with its own levels of reliability. Thus, the resulting sum of the sizes is an indication. The
reactor size is the main influence of the components’ total sizing. This figure clearly shows that the equipment’s total size
does not differ too much if the throughput time of the reactor is low enough. The relatively large heat exchangers required
for NEC and DBT are only relevant if the reactor size is similar to that of NaBH4 and ammonia borane. Even then, the
overall sizing of the equipment is similar. The size of the mixing tank required for NaBH4 and ammonia borane is simi-
lar to the heat exchangers required for DBT and NEC (except when combining these with a GT, in which case the heat ex-
changers are significantly larger).
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Figure 9: Overview of sizing of all components

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The sizing of all relevant components must be known to estimate the possible ship design changes required for incorporat-
ing hydrogen carriers as the power source. This research aims to give an overview of all the relevant components and their
sizes.

The size of the release reactor is most significant for all hydrogen carriers. Further research on catalysts will hopefully re-
sult in shorter throughput times. This research clearly shows the benefit of shorter throughput times, as these strongly in-
fluence the reactor sizing. As this reactor has to be placed in a specialised room (due to the release of hydrogen), having an
exact size is important. The reactors required for ammonia borane appear slightly larger than those for sodium borohydride
reactors. This size largely depends on the throughput time and dehydrogenation rate. The other components, such as heat
exchangers and a mixing tank, are significantly smaller than the reactor. The heat exchangers are of such small size that it is
unlikely they will influence ship design.

The sizing of heat exchangers is of importance only for LOHCs. The heat exchangers required to heat the buffer fluid are
especially large. When no buffer fluid is required, and the main part of heating has to be done using hydrogen, no estimates
on equipment size have been made. In general, the heat exchangers required to preheat and, when possible, provide enough
heat for the dehydrogenation process of LOHCs are large and numerous. As these heat exchangers need to be in a fixed
sequence and use waste heat, they create limitations on the ship design. Additionally, all of the equipment for DBT is larger
than that for NEC.



All in all, the boron-based carriers pose fewer limitations to ship design. The required equipment is smaller and less numer-
ous, even though it is still in a fixed sequence. In all cases except for the PEMFC, only three components are necessary:
a mixing tank, a single heat exchanger and a reactor vessel. When a PEMFC is used, a small hydrogen burner is also re-
quired. For LOHCs, more and larger components are needed. The only setups in which no hydrogen burner is required need
at least 3 (for DBT) or 4 (for NEC) heat exchangers. Besides these, a reactor is also required.

To design ships using hydrogen carriers, knowing the amount of components and their sizing is imperative. This research
has given an overview of all required components and estimated the sizing of each of these components. This is the first
step in designing zero-emission ships powered by hydrogen carriers.
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